
Accelerate Clinical Research Toward Be琀琀er Pa琀椀ent Outcomes with the 
Complete, Cloud-Based Clinical Trial Management Pla琀昀orm

i

View comprehensive trial 

status and data in real-琀椀me
Streamline workflows to 

eliminate bo琀琀lenecks
Find new rela琀椀onships in 

post-hoc analysis with the world�s 

only ophthalmic graph database

“iNebula is more than a clinical trial workflow pla琀昀orm. In addi琀椀on to providing real-琀椀me access to 
clinical trial informa琀椀on, Voxeleron is re-imagining how we run and assess clinical trials. With iNebula, 
we can visualize data across all ophthalmic devices and then leverage the interface to derive 
correla琀椀ons between data and clinical outcomes. iNebula’s imaging insights and synthesis of data 
improves and accelerates the clinical development of exci琀椀ng new molecules.” 

George Magrath, MD

CEO

Lexitas
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With iNebula You Can
�  Store and view ophthalmic data from any vendor in any format

�  Manage data compliant with 21 CFR Part 11 and GDPR

�  Instantly locate data and reports with keyword search

�  Leverage workflow and no琀椀fica琀椀ons to dispatch tasks & share 
images

�  Integrate with Voxeleron�s Orion for advanced image analysis tasks 



iNebula by Voxeleron is not approved for use in diagnosing or trea琀椀ng human pa琀椀ents.
Voxeleron, LLC ©2023.  All Rights Reserved.

"iNebula has made turnaround for clinical trials much more efficient. We can immediately review data 
across all pa琀椀ents and sites and act on it. iNebula is saving us valuable 琀椀me and resources."

Bri琀琀any Chung
Senior Manager
Lexitas
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How It Works

Visualize data across all ophthalmic devices with comprehensive trial status in real 琀椀me.
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       About Voxeleron
Voxeleron is the innova琀椀ve leader in AI-backed ophthalmic image analysis delivering a powerful 
pla琀昀orm that interprets millions of measurements across mul琀椀ple formats to translate clinical research 
data into valid, ac琀椀onable results. By op琀椀mizing all aspects of clinical eye research, from ini琀椀al trial 
recruitment through post-hoc analysis, Voxeleron is bringing comprehensive eye health into focus and 

helping eradicate diseases affec琀椀ng tens of millions. Learn more at voxeleron.com

See the iNebula difference and request a demo: 
voxeleron.com/inebula

https://voxeleron.com/inebula-clinical-trial-management/
https://voxeleron.com/

